I. INTRODUCTION
Road network is the basis of all research fields in intelligent transportation system. Traffic facilities intelligent manage, traffic information service system, and traffic simulation are in needs of the support of road network database. As an important part of the road network, intersection has many modeling methods, and its modeling data source is various. Some scholars [1] - [5] extract intersection data from aerial and remote sensing maps, with location, connected road segment, and road segment direction included. Some scholars [6] - [9] extract and update road network data based on massive GPS vehicle trajectory data. And in [10] , it constructs an overpass data model with road vector data and digital surface model.  The road CAD intersection maps are abundant and readily available. In order to enrich the modeling methods of intersection, there is a need to construct an intersection data model and to extract data from road CAD intersection maps to construct an intersection database. In [11] , calculating formulas of three types of lines which compose road centerline are given and the custom road curve can be drawn automatically based on ObjectARX. In [12] , data of road segment, intersection, and road network are extracted from road CAD map successively to generate digital road map. Whereas, the most of the data got from these methods are physical topology data, with a lack of logical topology data. Based on lane-based road network model, this paper extracts data from road CAD intersection map to construct an intersection data model, which lays foundations for data modeling for road network based on road CAD engineering maps.
II. INTERSECTION DATA MODEL
With a rapid development of traffic, road network data model also experienced a considerable development. Among these models, lane-based road network model [13] can describe road network in multiple scales and from concrete to abstract perspective. It can also refine the road network to lane and describe the connectivity between lanes. The intersection data model constructed in this paper is based on the lane-based road network model.
A. Introduction to the Intersection Data Model
The intersection data model has elements such as Link, Node, Arc, Lane, and Lane Connector. This model can be divided into two levels from concept. The level-1 of the intersection data model is composed by the basic modeling unit such as Link, Node, and Arc. The elements described by the basic modeling unit in this level have the feature of constant traffic organization. Based on level-1 of the intersection data model, the level-2 of the intersection data model refines the road network to lane. It has elements such as Lane and Lane Connector. The connectivity between lanes is established in level-2. The lane-based intersection is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 
B. Structure of the Intersection Data Model
Based on the lane-based road network model, the Entity Relationship (E-R) Diagram of the constructed intersection data model is shown in Fig. 2 . Link and Node compose the Xu Zhang, Min Huang, Jiajie Pan, and Jian Zheng Data Modeling Method Based on CAD Intersection and Its Application topology of the level-1 of the intersection data model. Link connects nodes. In the same link, the road's line shape, cross section, and traffic organization are constant. According to the actual traffic flow direction, a link can be separated into two different arcs, i.e., the topology direction of Arc is consistent with the traffic flow direction. The two arcs describe the topological connectivity of the actual roads. Attribute "Dir" of Link describes the one-way travel or two-way travel feature of the road. In a one-way road, "Dir" has the value of 1. In a two-way road, "Dir" has the value of 2. Attribute "AdjLink" of Node means the collection of links connected to the node. Attribute "LinkConnState" of Node tells the collection of connectivity between the links. Attribute "Dir" of Arc means its topology direction. It has the value of 1 when the topology direction is same with the traffic flow direction which enters the intersection. Otherwise, it has the value of -1.
LaneConnector is used to record the connectivity of each pair of lanes in an arc or different arcs. LaneConnector composes the topology of the level-2 of the intersection data model. It reflects topological connectivity in term of lanes. Attribute "Position" of Lane describes the number of the lane from left to right in the arc which contains the lane and its value starts from 1. Attribute "Change" of Lane reflects the change on broken and solid lines in the road. It has the values such as "Left", "Right", "Both", and "None". Attribute "TuringDir" of LaneConnector describes the turning rules at the end of the lane, e.g., "Straight", "Left", "Right", "U-turn", etc. 
III. MODELING DATA EXTRACTION
The input for modeling data extraction is a CAD intersection map and the main input is the layers which contain various road markings and direction arrows. In order to extract and deduce the property data of the elements in the intersection data model, geometric features, physical property, and positional relationship between elements in the map should be analyzed. Then the intersection data model and database can be constructed.
A. Whole Progress
The whole process of modeling data extraction can be divided into five steps. The whole process of extracting modeling data is shown in Fig. 3 For an intersection, attribute "Type" has the default value of 1. The value of attribute "LinkConnState" of Node can be calculated by combining with discrimination of the direction arrow's type in the final step.
4) Extract roadway dividing line to construct Lane and Arc.
Attribute "LaneNum" can be calculated by the distance between the roadway edge line and the centerline. Attribute "Position" of Lane can be calculated by the distance between the roadway dividing line and the centerline. For a two-way road, attribute "ArcID" of Arc can be determined by whether the Arc is on the left of the center line or on the right. The value of attribute "Change" of Lane can be calculated by combining with discrimination of the direction arrow's type in the final step. 5) Discriminate the direction arrow's type and deduce logical topology data. Each unique type of direction arrow has a unique direction arrow code. According to the direction arrow codes, the type of direction arrow can be discriminated. Then the connectivity between road and road and that between lane and lane can be deduced. The turning state of each lane can also be deduced. Finally, the property data of LaneConnector can be extracted.
B. Logical Topology Data Extraction
In an intersection map, direction arrows describe logical topology data of intersection, i.e., the connectivity between lanes. According to turning rules, the type of direction arrows can be classified into "Straight", "Left", "Right", "Straight and Left", et al. The connectivity data's deduction relies on the type of the direction arrows mostly, e.g., the right turning direction arrow means that there is connectivity between this lane and the outermost lane in the road on the right side. In a CAD map, a direction arrow is saved in the form of hatch. Its closed contour line is named as hatchloop. The discrimination process of direction arrows' type is shown in Fig. 4 . With a straight direction arrow as an example, each element's definition in a direction arrow is shown in Fig. 5 . Among it, the bulgevertex of a direction arrow means the turning points on direction arrow's hatchloop. The tip point means the point which faces the unclosed edge of the triangle part of a direction arrow. The bottom of a direction arrow means the shortest straight edge in the hatchloop except the straight lines which belong to the triangle part. At the same time, the edge on which the bottom lies is delimited as the down edge of the direction arrow's bounding rectangle. According the sequence of up, down, left , and right, if there is a tip point on an edge of direction arrow's bounding rectangle, a code "1" is got, otherwise, "0" is got. In this case, a straight direction arrow has a code of "1000". Each direction arrow code corresponding to each direction arrow type is shown in Table I . Finally, the type of a direction arrow can be determined by the code, and then the connectivity data can be deduced by the direction arrow's type. Then, the property data of LaneConnector, such as "FromLaneID" and "ToLaneID", can be gained. By default rules, the laneconnector corresponding to right-turn arrow connects the lane on which arrow lies with the outermost lane in the road on the right side; the laneconnector corresponding to straight arrow connects the lane on which arrow lies with the corresponding lane in the facing road; the laneconnector corresponding to left-turn arrow connects the lane on which arrow lies with all lanes in the on the left side; the laneconnector corresponding to u-turn arrow connects the lane on which arrow lies with the innermost lane of the other travel direction in the same road. Left-turn and U-turn 0110 8
Straight and U-turn 1100 9
Left-turn and right-turn 0011
IV. CASE STUDY
A typical cross-shaped intersection is selected as experiment area in this study. The CAD intersection map as input is shown in Fig. 6 . The intersection established by the elements of intersection data model is shown in Fig. 7 Fig. 8 . This database can meet application demand such as traffic simulation or traffic facilities manager at intersection smoothly. An application of constructing lane-based intersection in GIS is shown in Fig.  9 . International Journal of Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 5, No. 2, April 2015 V. CONCLUSION This paper proposes a method to construct an intersection data model and database based on CAD intersection map. By utilizing geometric features and positional relationship between elements in the map, the property data of each element of the intersection model are extracted successively to construct an intersection database. This method can enrich the modeling methods of intersection. It proves CAD intersection map's feasibility for extracting road network data to construct intersection model, and it lays foundations for data modeling for road network based on road CAD engineering maps.
